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Abstract
The gauge parameter dependence of QED in the covariant gauge
can be determined explicitly by introducing a Stu¨ckelberg eld, which
is a non-interacting ctitious Goldstone boson eld. Examples of QED
with electrons or charged scalars are discussed. Our results generalize
the long known results on the gauge parameter dependence of the wave
function renormalization constant and the electron propagator.
†E-mail: sonoda@phys.sci.kobe-u.ac.jp
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a very simple trick for determin-
ing the dependence of abelian gauge theories on the gauge xing parameter.
The physics lies only in the gauge independent part of the theory, and any-
thing dependent on the gauge xing parameter is unphysical. Nevertheless,
perturbation theory of the manifestly renormalizable gauge theories cannot
be formulated in a gauge invariant way, and it is important to have a total
control over the gauge dependence of the correlation functions.1
We rst consider the simplest example of QED with electrons. The
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where  is a gauge xing parameter. The real scalar eld ’, known as the
Stu¨ckelberg eld, is the Goldstone boson eld which gives the photon a mass
m. The exponentiated complex scalar ei
e
m
’ plays the role of a Higgs eld.
We have chosen the R gauge so that ’ is a free massive eld of squared
mass m2. Ignoring the ’ eld, the action density is the one for the standard
QED with electrons in the covariant gauge. The free anticommuting elds
c; c are the Faddeev-Popov (FP) ghost elds.
The action density (1) is invariant under the following BRST transfor-
mation:
A = @c; ’ = mc
 = iec ;  = −iec 
c = 0; c = 
1

(@ A− m’) (2)
where  is an arbitrary anticommuting constant.
Out of the four elds A;  ;  , and ’ we can construct three BRST
invariant elds. First we observe that the transverse part of A is BRST
1For a concise review of the implications of gauge/BRST invariance of gauge theories,
the reader is referred to ref. [1] for example.
2We will use the euclidean metric throughout the paper.
1
invariant:
A0  A − @
1
@2
@  A (3)
Using the ’ eld, we can convert  and  into BRST invariant elds:
 0  e−i em ’ ;  0  ei em ’ (4)























This implies that the correlations of BRST invariant elds which are inde-
pendent of the FP ghosts do not depend on the gauge xing parameter .
Therefore, the correlation functions of A0;  0;  
0 are independent of .
Now, the ctitious Goldstone boson is free, and the propagator is given
by















































Since this is  independent, we obtain the following explicit formula for the






















(yi − yj; 0m2)−(yi − yj; m2)
2








(yi − zj ; 0m2)−(yi − zj ; m2)
 #
(8)
This is a relation for the bare correlation functions. To obtain the rela-
tion for the renormalized correlation functions, we introduce multiplicative
renormalization constants as follows:
A;r  1p
Z3
A;  r  1p
Z2()
 




where Z3 is independent of . The value of the scalar propagator (0; m2)
is ultraviolet (UV) divergent, and in the dimensional regularization it is
calculated as






















where D  4 − , and 2  42e−γ (γ is the Euler constant). Thus, in
the MS scheme, the wave function renormalization constant depends on the











This reproduces the relation rst obtained by Collins [2] and Lautrup [3].





































(yi − yj; 0rm2r)−(yi − yj; rm2r)













This is the main result of the paper.3 Eq. (12) implies that the correlation
functions of the elementary elds at large distances are independent of the
gauge xing parameter.
The gauge dependence for the standard QED with massless photons can



































































To replace the transverse eld A0 by the full eld A on the left-hand side,
we recall the Ward identity
1
r
@ A(x) r(y) r(z)

r
































3Eq. (12.9.21) of ref. [2] gives the ξ derivatives of the correlation functions. By inte-
grating the equation over ξ, Eqs. (8) and (12) of the main text can be obtained.
4
Instead of taking the massless limit of Eq. (12), we can derive Eq. (14)
directly from the BRST invariance of the action density of the massless
QED. In the limit m ! 0 the action density (1) is well dened, but the
BRST invariant elds  0;  0 dened by Eqs. (3,4) do not make sense because
of the diverging factor em ! 1. The appropriate action density turns out
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This is invariant under the following BRST transformation:
A = @c; ’ = c
 = iec ;  = −iec 




@  A− @2’

(20)
This transformation is strictly nilpotent. From the BRST invariance of the
redened electron elds
 0  e−ie’ ;  0  eie’ (21)
Eq. (14) follows in the same way as Eq. (12).






(@  A)2 + j(@ − ieA)j2 +M2jj2 + 4 jj
4 (22)
The  dependence of the correlation functions of A; ;  can be obtained in
the same way as for the QED with electrons. Let us consider the implications
of the  dependence thus obtained for the Higgs phase. In the Higgs phase
the correlation function
hA:::(y1):::(yB)(z1):::(zB¯)i (23)
is non-vanishing even if B 6= B. The correlation functions for B 6= B have
 dependent infrared (IR) divergences. Since we know the  dependence ex-
plicitly, we can nd the IR divergences of the correlation functions explicitly.








4Strictly speaking, the kinetic term of ϕ is negative for ξ > 0, but the field is introduced
as a trick to derive the gauge dependence, and we do not regard this as a physical problem.
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The second terms on the right-hand sides are IR divergent for non-vanishing
r.
Finally, we consider the gauge dependence of the abelian Higgs theory
in the R gauge.[5] In this case the ctitious Goldstone boson does not
decouple for the massive photon, and we cannot obtain the  dependence of








(@  A− ev)2
+j(@ − ieA)j2 +M2jj2 + 4 jj
4 (27)
+@c@c+ e2vcc





The mass parameter v is introduced to remove the tree-level mixing between






(@’−mA)2 + 12 (@ A− ev− m’)
2







The scalar ’ is not free anymore; it couples to  through the term
evm’ (30)
6
The integration over ’ can be done by regarding the eld  as a source of
’. In the massless limit m ! 0, ’ decouples from , and the density (29)
reduces to (27).
The action density (29) is invariant under the following BRST transfor-
mation:
A = @c; ’ = mc
 = −ec;  = ec
c = 0; c = 
1

(@ A− ev− m’) (31)
and the BRST invariant elds are dened by
A0  A − @
1
@2
@  A (32)
0  e−i em’; 0  ei em ’ (33)



















(r − yi; m2)−
X
1iB¯











(B + B)(0; m2)−
X
iB;jB¯




(yi − yj; m2) +
X
i<jB¯
(zi − zj ; m2)

hA:::(y1):::(yB)(z1):::(zB¯)i0 (34)
where the correlations are evaluated with the action density (27) in the R
gauge. We observe that on the left-hand side, the source terms quadratic in
 vanish in the limit m! 0, but not the terms linear in . Hence, even in
the massless limit, the above formulas do not give the  dependence of the
correlations of elementary elds alone.
In the limit m ! 0, we obtain the following  dependence in the R













































where the rst factor on the right-hand side gives the IR divergence due to
the source term proportional to r.5 For vr = 0 and B = B, the above
reduces to the scalar counterpart of Eq. (14).
In this paper we have explicitly derived the dependence of the correlation
functions of the elementary elds on the gauge xing parameter for the
abelian gauge theories in the covariant gauge. The trick of the ctitious
Goldstone boson can be applied also for the non-abelian gauge theories, but
due to complicated self-interactions no simple formulas can be obtained.
This work was supported in part by the Grant-In-Aid for Scienti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